On the panel of your amplifier is a knob which is a combination "on and off" switch and volume control. To put in operation, plug supply cord into any 110 volt, 60 to 60 cycle, current.

Turn knob on amplifier as far toward right as it will go and allow tubes to warm up for approximately one minute.

Then plug one end of instrument cord into jack at extreme left of amplifier panel and other end of cord into jack located on instrument.

Adjust tone and volume controls on instrument to desired position and you are now ready to play.

For best results, play with instrument in back or to one side of amplifier and as far away from amplifier as cord permits.

Occasionally, reversing position of supply cord prongs will reduce hum and eliminate other objectionable noises.

Make sure that all connections are firmly in place and that electric current is turned on. The tips on both ends of phone plugs in instrument cord should be checked frequently -- if they have worked loose, tighten securely.